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1. Course Description
This class is designed to achieve Educational Goals 1, 2, and 3 of the General Basic Subjects. We will
check basic elements of English grammar and learn essential knowledge about English pronunciation,
which will Improves reading, writing and communication skills.

2. Course Objectives
The goal is to improve English ability comprehensively, based on the English that I have learned so far.

3. Grading Policy
The result of the tests on the LMS, the exercises in class and the assignments (70%), and the midterm
and the end-of-term examination examinations (30%)

4. Textbook and Reference
Textbook
JACET Listening Research Group　 Power-Up College English <Basic>　 Nanun-do ISBN
9784523185222

5. Requirements(Assignments)
Two types of classes will be offered : the one is using a textbook, and the other is with my original
handouts. 
Regarding the preparation for the classes with the textbook, do all the exercises in the textbook and
take the tests on the Learning Management System. Listen to the sample voice over and over, and
practice pronunciation until you can pronounce it the same way. 
As for the preparation for the classes with the self-made handouts, please make sure to read the
contents of the range of the handouts until you understand enough, and do all the exercises. You will
have a review test in the next week's class.

6. Note
Classes will follow the order in the textbook. If there is any change of the order, advance notice will be
provided in class. Supplementary materials may be provided in class.

7. Schedule
[1] Overview of course

English spelling  and pronunciation 1
[2] English spelling  and pronunciation 2
[3] Unit 1 Hobby / Entertainment
[4] Syllable of English words and sound changes in natural conversation
[5] Unit 2 Travel/Transport
[6] Pronunciation of English sentences
[7] Unit 3 Sports
[8] Mid-term examination
[9] Unit 4 Culture
[10] How to structure Noun Phrase
[11] Unit 5 Health
[12] 3 important points of English sentence
[13] Unit 6 Career
[14] Sentence patterns of English
[15] End-of-term examination


